
 
 

Answers to FAQ on KEPRO Membership-related issues  

(Bakers and Plastic Bag Manufacturers) 

1. Q: Who is a compliant KEPRO 2021 member? 

A: A compliant KEPRO 2021 member is one who has paid the annual membership 

fees for 2021 and has submitted usage volumes and made monthly EPR payments 

on all the months since joining KEPRO.  

All members will be required to complete the backdated payments (up to December 

2020) before paying the annual membership fee for 2021. 

2. What are the different fees applicable to me as a member? 

A: A member is obligated to pay an Annual Membership fee based on the 

membership category and set tiers and a Monthly EPR fee based on the monthly 

volume declared. 

3. How do I pay my monthly EPR fees? 

A:Effective 1st April 2021, all EPR fees are to be channeled only through KEPRO. 

Payment options are mentioned on Proforma Invoices raised.  

4. How are the fees I pay to KEPRO utilized? 

A: Annual Membership fees go towards building KEPRO’s organizational capabilities 

to serve members while Monthly payable EPR fees go towards providing subsidies 

to grow the capacity & efficiency of Kenya’s recycling ecosystem 

5. Q: Can KEPRO liaise with the government officials to issue Single Business 

Permits after the acquisition of the NEMA certificate?  

A: Single Business Permit is issued by a different Government authority and has no 

link to KEPRO membership. However, a KEPRO compliant member can use his 

certificate of membership and compliance to apply for the exemptions and/or 

renew exemptions to manufacture/import/use plastic bags. The exemptions issued 

by NEMA are at their discretion and involve the fulfilment of a number of 

obligations. 

6. Q: How can a manufacturer take on the post-consumer responsibilities and 

identify their specific brands in the market? 

 A: KEPRO is a Producer Responsibility Organization and will collectively manage 

the waste for all its compliant members as indicated in the EPR regulations.  

7. Q: Can members receive invoices on the fees (membership and EPR) they need 

to remit to KEPRO? 

 A: KEPRO will send out a Proforma Invoice (PFI) to all members once they have 

declared their monthly volumes in a standardized format given as a template by 

KEPRO.  Monthly Volume declarations can be made from this form: 

https://forms.office.com/r/x5HmpYNvBM 

8. Q: Can the data on the compliant members be sent to all members? 

 A: KEPRO intends to publicly list all compliant members on the KEPRO website. 
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9. Q: Can the data on all contracted recyclers be publicly shared? 

 A: KEPRO has contracted 2 recyclers: Vintz Plastics limited and Green World Plastic 

Renewal Company Ltd to recycle flexible plastic waste with an immediate focus on 

bread bags into pellets for a total volume of 285 tons in 3 months. Details of 

recyclers and their contracted volumes will be made available on the KEPRO 

website. 

10. Q: What happens to bakers who remitted their payments to manufacturers 

who are not compliant? 

 A: KEPRO will send out a volume declaration form to all bakers and manufacturers 

for them to declare their monthly volumes for reconciliation purposes. This will be 

used to audit any discrepancies between the volumes declared by the bakers and 

those declared by the manufacturers who remit payments on behalf of their 

clients(bakers) to KEPRO. Ultimately all manufacturers will become compliant. 

11. Q: Why is the cost for membership for 2021 double? 

 A: KEPRO served its members in 2020 for half-a-year compared to a full year of 

benefits to be enjoyed in 2021 which justifies the need to raise the fees. As the 

annual membership fee is utilized in building KEPRO’s organizational capabilities to 

serve its members, the fees applicable will vary from year to year based on the 

capacity needs its and growing membership. 

12. Q: Some manufacturers have a minimum order level for all single orders. Will 

the bakers declare their volumes based on the purchased volumes? 

 A: Yes, the volumes for Bakers are to be declared on the purchases of bags made 

within the month. Should a bulk order be placed in month x and used over 3 months, 

the declaration of the volumes must be done for month x and nil purchases to be 

filled for the following months till the next purchase. On the other hand, the 

manufacturer will declare the volumes based on the sales of that month.  

13. Q: Some of my customers have given back the bread packagings. How do I 

dispose of the waste? 

 A: KEPRO will link one of the contracted recyclers with the specific bakers or 

manufacturers so that the returned bread bags can be recycled in an 

environmentally friendly manner. Members are advised to send a request for the 

link to KEPRO through info@kepro.co.ke 

14. Q: How does KEPRO handle the confidential data shared by its members to 

ensure that it does not get to the competitors? 

 A: All data is confidential and only accessible by KEPRO Staff who have a strict 

policy on maintaining the confidentiality of all the information they handle. None of 

the KEPRO board members have access to any confidential member data.  

15. How are records for volumes declared by recyclers going to be reconciled?  

The process has been based on the output of recyclate from recycling of flexibles 

that has been sold back to the market by recyclers, and reconciliation will use 

evidence of sales to reconcile the targets and recycling rates through audits.  
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16. Q: Should there be a month when I as a user, haven’t made any purchases, how 

do I file the returns? 

A: Users who have not purchased bags during certain months will submit a nil 

return for those months. NIL returns must be filled as no filling will give KEPRO the 

assumption that returns for that month/period are yet to be filled.  

17. Q: What kind of certificates should I expect when I am a KEPRO member? 

A: For every calendar year, i.e. 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021, KEPRO will 

issue a membership certificate for new joining members anytime through the year, 

valid till 31st December 2021, provided the membership fee has been paid up.  

A renewal of the membership certificate will be issued to members who joined in 

2020, valid till 31st December 2021, provided the membership renewal fee for 2021 

has been paid up. 

A list of all compliant members will be updated on the KEPRO website on a 

quarterly basis, provided all monthly EPR returns, and fees are submitted and paid 

for every quarter. 

18. Q: I am a compliant member. Why can’t I see my name on the shared 

compliant member list? 

 A: Send an enquiry to membership@kepro.co.ke with proof of payment and volume 

declaration for assistance. 

19. Q: How can I contact KEPRO? 

 A: All general enquiries to be made through info@membership.co.ke. All 

membership-related enquiries to be addressed through membership@kepro.co.ke. 

Follow KEPRO Kenya on all social media platforms for constant updates 

20. Q: How do I join KEPRO? 

A: Follow this link to the Membership Application and Commitment Form: 

https://forms.office.com/r/GX2xZ7S7NT 
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